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UNIT I 

 

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING 
 

 
 

 In this unit, you will: 

1. learn and practice vocabulary related to upstream operations; 

2. revise grammar (Modal Verbs to be to, to have to, should; Active and Passive Forms of the 

Verb); 

3. read about professions involved in petroleum engineering.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

I. What do you think the following international words1 mean?  

nouns: sector, region, tendency, planning, scheme, statistics, fluid, project, discipline, 

economics, profession, technology, information, pilot, trend, brand, fashion 

verbs: to combine, to maximize, to collect, to publish, to recommend, to minimize, to focus 

(on), to concentrate (on) 

adjectives: detailed, horizontal, competent, economic, physical, technical 

adverbs: historically  

 

II. Match a “false friend”2 and its meaning. 

to reflect отделять(ся), разделять(ся) 

accumulation углеводороды 

production моделирование 

operation применение 

procedure добыча (нефти, газа) 

lift работа 

application  подъем 

hydrocarbons скопление, залежь 

to select  закачка, нагнетание (воды, газа в пласт) 

to separate  методика; процесс; технология 

simulation отбирать, выбирать 

injection отражать 

 

III.  Practice to pronounce these words. 

-ture [tʃǝ] 

future, culture, feature, literature, procedure, structure, adventure, moisture, sculpture, 

temperature 

 

 

                                                           
1 These words are similar in many Western languages, both in form and meaning. 
2 False friends are two words in different languages that look the same, or similar, but have different meanings.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horizontal_drilling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_lift
http://images.yandex.ru/yandsearch?source=psearch&img_url=http://i.wp.pl/a/f/jpeg/12598/pl-470-250.jpeg&uinfo=sw-1302-sh-693-fw-1077-fh-487-pd-1&p=1&text=AN OIL FIELD&noreask=1&pos=50&rpt=simage&lr=213
http://images.yandex.ru/#!/yandsearch?source=psearch&uinfo=sw-1302-sh-693-fw-1077-fh-487-pd-1&text=AN OIL FIELD&noreask=1&pos=3&lr=213&rpt=simage&img_url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.exxonmobil.com%2FRussia-Russian%2FPA%2Fimages%2Ftimeline%2F1927.jpg
http://images.yandex.ru/yandsearch?source=psearch&img_url=http://warfiles.ru/uploads/images/2012/698/nnhk340.jpg&uinfo=sw-1302-sh-693-fw-1077-fh-487-pd-1&p=4&text=AN OIL FIELD&noreask=1&pos=140&rpt=simage&lr=213
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IV. Translate the sentences containing some international words and “false friends” into Russian.  

1. The research has many practical applications. 

2. A petroleum engineer must be very competent in his work. 

3. The term "petro-aggression" has been used to describe the tendency of oil-rich states to 

provoke international conflicts.  

4. Economic analysis of the production capacity of a well is based on detailed case studies.  

5. Gazprom Neft is determined to increase oil production to 100 million tons of oil equivalent 

a year by 2020.  

6. For both onshore and offshore sites, the subsurface aspects of the drilling procedure are 

very similar.  

7. What is the procedure for applying for this job? 

8. The oil and gas sector includes the oil and gas extraction industry as well as petroleum 

refining. 

9. Hydrogen and oxygen combine to form water. 

10. Economics is the study of how people make choices to get what they want, when they 

cannot get everything they want. 

 

V. Complete the sentences using the correct tense and voice form of the verbs in brackets (in some 

sentences more than one option is possible). 

1. Operation of the machinery ___________ extremely simple. (to be) 

2. At the moment we _____________ a project on pollution. (to discuss) 

3. In future the company _______________ to minimize costs. (to work) 

4. The continents of South America and Africa ____________200 million years ago. (to 

separate) 

5. We_______ already _______   two students to go to the conference. (to select) 

6. The environmental impact of the project ___________________ now. (to discuss) 

7. In the article the author _________ horizontal well technologies. (to describe) 

8. The researchers said that the project ________ careful planning. (to need) 

9. All the necessary information _____________________ soon. (to collect) 

10. They said all the necessary information _________________ soon. (to collect) 

 

VI. Choose five words from ex-s I and II and find example sentences containing them in the 

dictionary (http://www.longmandictionariesonline.com). 

 ________________________________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

WORD FORMATION 

  

 Form nouns according to the given patterns and translate them into Russian. 

 

to produce добывать + tion = production добыча 

 

to describe описывать + tion = description   

to explore производить разведку + ation =     

to complete _________ + ion = _________   

to estimate   

to accumulate   

to form   

to evaluate   

http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=we're
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=two
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=students
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=to
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to simulate   

to operate   

to educate    

to organize   

to present   

to perforate   

to deplete   

to inject   

to select   

to direct   

 

 Now, translate the word combinations into English. 

разведка на нефть _____________________________________ 

описание керна _____________________________________ 

оценка запасов _____________________________________ 

скопление углеводородов _____________________________________ 

давление в пласте _____________________________________ 

оценка пласта _____________________________________ 

моделирование в истинном масштабе 

времени 

 

_____________________________________ 

заканчивание скважины _____________________________________ 

эксплуатация скважины _____________________________________ 

высшее образование _____________________________________ 

Организация стран-экспортеров нефти _____________________________________ 

представление отчета _____________________________________ 

интервал перфорации _____________________________________ 

истощение коллектора _____________________________________ 

нагнетание воды (заводнение) _____________________________________ 

 

 

to train обучать + ing = training обучение 

 

to understand понимать + ing = understanding    

to mine _____________  + ing = ___________   

to log   

to model   

to drill   

to monitor   

to plan   

 

 Form adjectives according to the given pattern and translate them into Russian. 

 

to mine производить горные работы, добывать + able = 

minable пригодный для разработки, добываемый 

 

to present представлять + able = presentable   

to explore __________ + able = ___________   

to understand   

to manage   

to recover   
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GRAMMAR REVISION 

 

I. Translate the sentences into Russian paying attention to modal verbs to be to, to have to.      

The produced oil is to be transported to the refinery. – Добытую нефть следует 

доставить (отправляют) на НПЗ. 

Drill cuttings have to be removed from the borehole. – Буровой шлам должен быть 

удален из скважины. (Нужно удалить буровой шлам из скважины.) 

1. The Drilling Fluids Engineer is to ensure the properties of the drilling fluid. 

2. Refining is to change crude oil into valuable products. 

3. OPEC had to raise prices during the 1973 oil crisis. 

4. The project was to start in May but had to be postponed till July. 

5. The study is to predict the production capacity of the well. 

6. The equipment referred to as Christmas tree is to provide surface pressure control. 

7. Petroleum E&P (exploration and production) companies will have to invest millions of 

dollars to increase production. 

8. We’ll have to agree that our competitors’ proposal is more cost-effective. 

9. The pipes had to be protected from corrosion. 

10. We have to determine how many wells are needed and where they should be drilled. 

 

II. Read the sentences and identify those with Passive Predicates.  

1. The earliest oil wells were drilled in China in 347 CE.3 

2. Petroleum reservoir engineering is a technology requiring coordinated application of many 

disciplines: physics, chemistry, mathematics, geology, and chemical engineering. 

3. Oil industry is divided into three sectors: upstream (crude production from wells and 

separation of water from oil), midstream (pipeline and tanker transport of crude) and 

downstream (refining and marketing of refined products). 

4. Compressed air will be pumped down the bore hole. 

5. Well testing broadly refers to the diagnostic tests run on wells in petroleum reservoirs to 

determine well and reservoir properties. 

6. The amount of oil in a reservoir can be estimated in two ways. 

7. BP has been operating in the market since early 1900’s. 

8. Three models have been constructed to simulate the reservoir behavior. 

9. In general, oil recovery efficiency is not dependent upon the rate of production. 

10. There is usually little need for alkenes to be synthesized in the laboratory. 

 

III. Render the following into English. 

Слово petroleum, обозначающее нефть в английском и некоторых других языках, 

образовано сложением двух слов: греч. πέτρα – камень и лат. oleum – масло, т.е. буквально 

«каменное масло». Происхождение русского названия нефть точно не установлено, и 

существует несколько версий. По одной из них, слово заимствовали из персидского, 

(naft посредством турецкого, в котором изменилось на тур. neft). Асфальт и битум 

применяли при строительстве стен Вавилона. В средние века интерес к нефти, в основном, 

основывался на её способности гореть. До начала 18 века нефть преимущественно 

использовали в натуральном, то есть в непереработанном и неочищенном виде. Большое 

внимание на нефть в качестве полезного ископаемого обратили только после того, как в 

Америке химиком Б. Силлиманом (1855), было доказано, что из неё можно выделить 

керосин. Керосин уже в то время вырабатывали из некоторых видов каменных углей и 

сланцев и он получил широкое распространение. В промышленных масштабах 

переработанную нефть начали использовать только во 2-й половине 19 века, чему 

способствовал возникший в это время новый способ добычи нефти с помощью буровых 

                                                           
3 CE – Christian Era 

http://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%90%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9_%D1%8F%D0%B7%D1%8B%D0%BA
http://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%93%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%87%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9_%D1%8F%D0%B7%D1%8B%D0%BA
http://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9B%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%B8%D0%BD%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9_%D1%8F%D0%B7%D1%8B%D0%BA
http://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9C%D0%B0%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%BE
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скважин вместо колодцев. Первая в мире добыча нефти из буровой скважины состоялась в 

1848 году на Биби-Эйбатском месторождении вблизи Баку. 

 

READING 
 

 Study the word list and translate the example sentences in writing. 

1. to constitute v. составлять 

Deposits of oil shale in the United States are reported to constitute 62% of world resources. 

  

2. volume n. объем; количество; вместительность 

How do you measure the volume of gas?  

3. effort n. усилие; попытка 

Efforts to develop Canada's oil sands go back more than one hundred years.  

  

You should put more effort into your work.   

4. to determine v. определять; устанавливать; решать 

Marketplace is a deciding factor in determining oil prices.  

Your health is determined in part by what you eat.  

5. to require v. нуждаться, требовать 

Hard work will be required of students in this course.   

6. artificial lift  механизированная добыча 

7. facilities n. (pl.) оборудование; средства; устройства; помещения; сооружения 

facilities engineering проектирование и строительство производственных объектов 

8. degree n. звание, учёная степень; диплом 

My brother has a master's degree from Colorado School of Mines.  

9. commonplace adj. обычный, распространенный  

The use of solar energy in households has become commonplace in Western Europe. 

  

It is now commonplace for people to use the Internet at home.  

10. drastically adv.  радикально; существенно; решительно 

Oil production in this region has been drastically reduced.  

11. to improve v. улучшать(ся); совершенствовать(ся); поправлять(ся), налаживать(ся) 

This course is for students wishing to improve their English.  

12. toolbox  n. инструментарий  

Geostatistics is a powerful technology toolbox for reservoir characterization.  

  

13. recent adj. недавний, последний; новейший 

one of the recent methods of risk analysis   

Detonator systems have been redesigned in recent years to improve safety.  

  

recent experiments/study/measurements  

recent advances in hydraulic fracturing   

a relatively recent technology   

14. to involve v. включать; содержать; подразумевать; предполагать;  вызывать; приводить 

(к чему-л.); вовлекать 
involved adj. задействованный; причастный; занимающийся чем-л.; связанный с чем-л. 

15. available adj. доступный, наличный; действительный 

the best available equipment   

There is no money available for this project.  

16. considerable adj. значительный; важный; существенный; большой 

Damage to the building was considerable.  

We have already spent a considerable amount of time and money.  

  

http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D1%81%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%B2%D0%BB%D1%8F%D1%82%D1%8C/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=6334251_2_1&s1=Facilities%20Engineering
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D0%B7%D0%B2%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B5/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D0%B4%D0%B8%D0%BF%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%BC/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=it
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=is
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=now
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=commonplace
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=for
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=people
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=to
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=use
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=the
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=internet
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=at
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=home
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B4%D0%B8%D0%BA%D0%B0%D0%BB%D1%8C%D0%BD%D0%BE/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%88%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BB%D1%8C%D0%BD%D0%BE/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D1%83%D0%BB%D1%83%D1%87%D1%88%D0%B0%D1%82%D1%8C%D1%81%D1%8F/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D1%81%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B5%D1%80%D1%88%D0%B5%D0%BD%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%82%D1%8C%D1%81%D1%8F/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D0%BF%D0%BE%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B2%D0%BB%D1%8F%D1%82%D1%8C%D1%81%D1%8F/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D0%BD%D0%B0%D0%BB%D0%B0%D0%B6%D0%B8%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%82%D1%8C%D1%81%D1%8F/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D0%BD%D0%B5%D0%B4%D0%B0%D0%B2%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B9/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D0%BF%D0%BE%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%B4%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B9/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B5%D0%B9%D1%88%D0%B8%D0%B9/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=43513_2_1&s1=involve
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=43515_2_1&s1=involve
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=143210_2_1&s1=involve
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=143211_2_1&s1=involve
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=143212_2_1&s1=involve
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=776866_2_1&s1=involve
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=19042_2_1&s1=involve
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=the
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=best
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=available
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=equipment
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=there
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=is
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=no
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=money
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=available
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=for
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=this
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=project
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17. to exchange v.  обменивать(ся) 

~ n.  1) обмен 2) биржа (International Petroleum Exchange) 

wc foreign ~  валюта 

The Oil-for-Food Programme (OFF) was established in 1995 to allow Iraq to sell oil on the 

world market in exchange for food, medicine, and other humanitarian needs.   

  

18. manage v. руководить, управлять 

Smith manages the family business.  

to manage a department/project   

19. interface n. стык, область контакта, взаимодействия; общая граница 

A wellhead (устье скважины) is the component at the surface of an oil or gas well that 

provides the interface for the drilling and production equipment.  

  

20. cost-effective adj. рентабельный, экономичный 

It wouldn't be cost-effective to buy an expensive new computer when all you want to do is 

store your photos.  

With crude-oil prices above US$ 40 per barrel, this process is now cost-effective.  

  

21. to implement v. выполнять, осуществлять; обеспечивать выполнение  

The Ministry of Oil and Gas (MOG) is the governmental body in the Sultanate of  

Oman responsible for developing and implementing the government policy for exploiting the 

oil and gas resources in Oman.  

  

22. safely adv. в сохранности; безопасно; надёжно  

safety n. безопасность 

23. penetrate v. вскрывать пласт; проходить сквозь, пронизывать 

Science can penetrate many of nature's mysteries.___________________________________  

to penetrate the formation  

24. to be concerned with smth  – заниматься чем-л., быть связанным с чем-л.  

syn. to be engaged in smth 

Shell is concerned with extraction, transportation, and refinement of natural gas and crude 

oil.  

25. concerning  prep. - касательно, относительно, о  

syn. about 

The information concerning the gas hydrates in the Nankai Trough (Japan) was first published 

in 2000.  

26. reservoir engineering  технология разработки месторождения; технология разработки 

нефтяного пласта 

reservoir engineer инженер-нефтяник, промысловый инженер, инженер-разработчик 

нефтяных и газовых месторождений 

27. well engineering проектирование, строительство и техобслуживание скважин 

Well engineers design, build, and maintain different types of wells all over the world.  

   

28. production engineering  технология добычи 

Petroleum production engineers design and select equipment to extract and treat oil and gas 

well fluids.  

29. perforation n. перфорационное отверстие (в колонне); перфорационный канал в 

пласте, перфорированный интервал 

A perforation is a hole punched in the casing (обсадная колонна) of an oil well to connect it 

to the reservoir.  

30. downhole n. забой скважины 

syn. bottomhole, bottom 

http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D0%BE%D0%B1%D0%BC%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%82%D1%8C/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iraq
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petroleum
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D1%80%D1%83%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4%D0%B8%D1%82%D1%8C/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D1%83%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B2%D0%BB%D1%8F%D1%82%D1%8C/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=smith
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=manages
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=the
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=family
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=business
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D1%81%D1%82%D1%8B%D0%BA/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oil_well
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BD%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%B1%D0%B5%D0%BB%D1%8C%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B9/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/search/british/direct/?q=buy
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/search/british/direct/?q=expensive
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/search/british/direct/?q=computer
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/search/british/direct/?q=want
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/search/british/direct/?q=store
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/search/british/direct/?q=your
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/search/british/direct/?q=photos
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D0%B2%D1%8B%D0%BF%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%BD%D1%8F%D1%82%D1%8C/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%83%D1%89%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B2%D0%BB%D1%8F%D1%82%D1%8C/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sultanate_of_Oman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sultanate_of_Oman
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D0%B2%20%D1%81%D0%BE%D1%85%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%BD%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B8/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D0%B1%D0%B5%D0%B7%D0%BE%D0%BF%D0%B0%D1%81%D0%BD%D0%BE/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
http://slovari.yandex.ru/%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B7%D1%8B%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%82%D1%8C/ru-en/LingvoUniversal/#lingvo/
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~ adj. скважинный; расположенный в скважине; подземный 

Until the arrival of modern downhole motors and better tools directional drilling (наклонно-

направленное бурение) and horizontal drilling were much slower than vertical drilling.  

  

  

31. reservoir depletion plan план разработки месторождения 

The reservoir depletion plan formulates the scheme for efficient exploration of the field. 

  

32. sand control борьба с поступлением песка в скважину 

Sand control is one of various mechanisms for controlling formation sand movement during  

fluid production from a weakly consolidated  sandstone.  

  

33. flow rate дебит скважины 

Ghawar in Saudi Arabia was known for over fifty years as a field with a high flow rate and 

cheap production costs.  

34. downhole flow control (DHFC) регулирование дебита на забое скважины 

Downhole flow control tools help reduce the production of unwanted water and gas.  

  

35. vary v. меняться; колебаться 

variety n. разнообразие; многообразие 

 
 

 Scan Text I and match each part of the text with its heading. 

Part … petroleum engineering training and employment 

Part … the past and the present of petroleum engineering 

Part … subdivisions of petroleum engineering 

Part … principal upstream disciplines 

Part … subject matter of petroleum engineering 

 

TEXT I 

1. Petroleum engineering is a field of engineering concerned with the production of 

hydrocarbons, either crude oil or natural gas. Exploration and petroleum engineering are known 

to constitute the upstream sector of the oil and gas industry. These are the oil and gas industry's 

two main subsurface disciplines, which focus on maximizing economic recovery of hydrocarbons 

from subsurface reservoirs. Petroleum exploration (geology and geophysics) concentrates on 

description of the hydrocarbon reservoir rock, while petroleum engineering is related to estimation 

of the recoverable volume of this resource.  

2. The combined efforts of geologists and petroleum engineers throughout the life of a 

hydrocarbon accumulation determine the way in which a reservoir is developed and depleted, and 

usually they have the highest impact on field economics. Petroleum engineering requires a detailed 

understanding of the physical behaviour of oil, water and gas within porous rocks at very high 

pressures. Moreover, good knowledge of many other related disciplines, such as geophysics, 

petroleum geology, formation evaluation (well logging), drilling, economics, reservoir simulation, 

reservoir engineering, well engineering, artificial lift systems, completions and oil and gas 

facilities engineering is required. 

3. The profession got its start in 1924 when the first Petroleum Engineering degree was awarded 

by the Moscow Mining Academy. Since then, the profession has developed to solve increasingly 

difficult situations, as much of the easy oil has been found and depleted. Today we have to deal 

with deep-water, arctic and desert conditions. High Temperature and High Pressure (HTHP) 

environments have become increasingly commonplace in operations and require petroleum 

engineers to be also competent in thermo-hydraulics, geomechanics, and intelligent systems. 

Improvements in computer modeling and materials as well as the application of statistics, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engineering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrocarbons
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crude_oil
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_gas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrocarbon_exploration
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Upstream_(oil_industry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petroleum_geology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geophysics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formation_evaluation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Well_logging
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drilling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reservoir_simulation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reservoir_engineering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_lift
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probability analysis, and new technologies like horizontal drilling and enhanced oil recovery, have 

drastically improved the toolbox of the petroleum engineer in recent decades. 

4. Petroleum engineering involves a wide variety of professions, among them production 

engineering, reservoir engineering and drilling engineering. Production engineers manage the 

interface between the reservoir and the well, including perforations, sand control, downhole flow 

control, and downhole monitoring equipment; evaluate artificial lift methods; and also select 

surface equipment that separates the produced fluids (oil, natural gas, and water). Reservoir 

engineers play a central role in field development planning, recommending appropriate and cost 

effective reservoir depletion plan such as waterflooding or gas injection to maximize hydrocarbon 

recovery. Drilling engineers design and implement procedures to drill wells as safely and 

economically as possible. The drilling engineer has the responsibility for minimizing costs while 

getting information to evaluate the formations penetrated. 

5. Petroleum engineering education is available at more than 20 universities in Russia (the 

leading ones being Gubkin Russian State University, Tomsk Polytechnic University, Tyumen 

State Oil and Gas University) and many more throughout the world – principally in oil producing 

regions - and some oil companies have considerable in-house petroleum engineering training 

classes. The largest international professional organization for petroleum engineers is the Society 

of Petroleum Engineers (SPE)4, which collects, publishes and exchanges technical knowledge 

concerning the industry through technical papers and presentations. Petroleum engineering has 

historically been one of the highest paid engineering disciplines, although salaries will vary 

depending on the country and there is a tendency for mass layoffs5 when oil prices go down.  

 

 Read Text I again and do COMPREHENSION exercises below. 

 

COMPREHENSION 

 

I. Which sentence best states the main idea of the text? 

 Petroleum engineering deals with upstream activities. 

 Petroleum engineering has a long history. 

 Petroleum engineers are well paid. 

II. Answer the questions. 

1. Which activities is petroleum engineering concerned with? 

2. What innovations have improved the work of the petroleum engineer in recent decades? 

3. What difficulties do petroleum engineers face in their work? 

4. Is petroleum engineering well paid? 

5. In what way does the work of reservoir, drilling and production engineers differ? 

III. Choose the answer (A, В or C) which fits best according to the text (more than one answer is 

possible). 

1. Exploration and Production belong to  

A. the upstream sector of the oil and gas industry. 

B. the midstream sector of the oil and gas industry. 

C. the downstream sector of the oil and gas industry. 

2. Petroleum engineering focuses on  

A. maximizing economic recovery of hydrocarbons . 

B. providing description of the hydrocarbon reservoir rock. 

C. estimating recoverable volume of the reservoir rock. 

3. The combined efforts of geologists and petroleum engineers have the highest impact on 

field economics because 

A. they determine the way in which a reservoir is developed and depleted 

                                                           
4 Общество инжереров-нефтяников 
5 массовые увольнения 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horizontal_drilling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enhanced_oil_recovery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Professional_society
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society_of_Petroleum_Engineers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society_of_Petroleum_Engineers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Upstream_(oil_industry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reservoir_engineers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drilling_engineers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petroleum_production_engineering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Upstream_(oil_industry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Upstream_(oil_industry)
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B. petroleum engineering requires a good knowledge of many related disciplines. 

C. they use a detailed understanding of the physical behaviour of oil, water and gas within 

porous rock at very high pressure. 

4. The profession got its start in 

A. the Moscow Mining Academy. 

B. Gubkin Russian State University. 

C. the Society of Petroleum Engineers. 

5. The work of petroleum engineers has become quite difficult due to 

A. improvements in computer modeling and new technologies. 

B. depletion of much of the world's oil and gas reserves. 

C. lack of training. 

 

IV. As you have learnt from the text, petroleum engineers may work as reservoir engineers, 

drilling engineers and production engineers. Which of them are engaged in: 

 selecting surface equipment that separates the produced fluids? 

 managing the interface between the reservoir and the well?  

 evaluating artificial lift methods?  

 designing and implementing procedures to drill wells? 

 field development planning? 

 

VOCABULARY 

 

I. Find in Text I the English equivalents of the following word combinations. 

1. добыча углеводородов  

2. либо сырая нефть, либо природный газ  

3. под очень высоким давлением  

4. каротаж  

5. был выдан диплом  

6. последние десятилетия  

7. нефтедобывающие регионы  

8. сами ведут подготовку инженеров-нефтяников   

9. статьи и презентации  

10. одна из самых высокооплачиваемых профессий  

11. играть главную роль  

12. план разработки месторождения  

13. внедрять технологии  

 

 Now, choose any five word combinations and try to remember the way they are used in 

the text. 

 

II. Find synonyms of the following words in Text I. 

related to __________________ 

extraction __________________ 

to make up __________________ 

principal __________________ 

underground __________________ 

oil and gas __________________ 

deposit __________________ 

producible __________________ 

amount __________________ 

to concentrate on __________________ 

production rate __________________ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society_of_Petroleum_Engineers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reservoir_engineers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drilling_engineers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petroleum_production_engineering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_lift
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III. Find antonyms of the following words in Text I. 

to divert __________________ 

to separate __________________ 

to saturate __________________ 

rare __________________ 

out of date __________________ 

increase __________________ 

wellhead __________________ 

dangerously __________________ 

 

IV. Translate into Russian.  

 DISCIPLINES AND PROFESSIONS  METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 
 production engineer   well logging   

 reservoir engineer   artificial lift   

 drilling engineer   (well) completion   

 geophysics   horizontal drilling   

 petroleum geology   enhanced oil recovery   

 production engineering   sand control   

 reservoir engineering   downhole flow control   

 well engineering   downhole monitoring   

 oil and gas facilities engineering   waterflooding   

   gas injection   

 

V. Match a word and its meaning. 

1. considerable a. energy used to do something  

2. to manage b. a set of tools 

3. available c. great in amount, size, importance, 

etc./large in size, amount, or quantity 

4. effort d. to control or be in charge of a business, a 

team, an organization, etc  

5. toolbox e. able to be obtained, taken, or used 

6. variety f. to be different from each other in size, 

shape, etc.; to change or be different 

according to the situation 
7. interface g. happening or appearing in many places 

and not unusual; very common or 

ordinary 

8. commonplace h. several different sorts of the same thing 

9. to determine i. the point where two subjects, systems, 

etc. meet and affect each other  

10. to vary j. to control or influence something directly 

or to decide what will happen 

 

VI. Fill in the gaps with the words from the box. 

 

constitute   volume   vary   effort   drastically   degree    

commonplace   exchanged   concerning   efforts  

 

1. The petrol tank has a __________ of over 20 gallons. 

2. Our success is due to the combined __________ of many people. 

3. Students who complete the course successfully will be awarded a __________. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Well_logging
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_lift
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horizontal_drilling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enhanced_oil_recovery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reservoir_engineering
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=able
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=to
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=be
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=obtained
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=taken
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=or
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=used
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/ru/%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%8C/%D0%B1%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/control
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/ru/%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%8C/%D0%B1%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/influence
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/ru/%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%8C/%D0%B1%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/directly
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/ru/%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%8C/%D0%B1%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/decide
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/ru/%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%8C/%D0%B1%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/happen
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=the
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=petrol
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=tank
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=has
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=a
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=of
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=over
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=gallons
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=students
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=who
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=complete
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=the
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=course
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=successfully
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=will
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=be
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/british/direct/?q=a
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4. Women __________ 70 percent of the student population at the college. 

5. In the early days of oil and gas industry it was __________ to vent gas to atmosphere. 

6. The job will require a great deal of time and __________. 

7. Our budget has been __________ reduced. 

8. I __________ a few words with the manager. 

9. He asked several questions __________ the future of the company. 

10. Costs are likely to __________ depending on where you live. 

 

VII. Circle the word or word combination in bold that fits best. 

1. Petroleum geology / Petroleum engineering is the study of origin, occurrence, 

movement, accumulation, and exploration of hydrocarbon fuels. It refers to the specific set 

of geological disciplines that are applied to the search for hydrocarbons (oil exploration).  

2. Reservoir engineering / Geophysics is an earth science that combines geology and 

physics. In other words, it is the study of the physics of Earth and other planetary bodies.  

3. Artificial lift / Well logging is a technique used in the oil and gas industry for recording 

rock and fluid properties to find hydrocarbon zones in the geological formations below the 

Earth's crust. 

4. Artificial lift / Waterflooding refers to the use of artificial means to increase the flow of 

liquids, such as crude oil or water, from a production well. 

5. In petroleum production, gas injection / completion is the process of making a well ready 

for production (or injection). 

6.  The first patent for vertical drilling / horizontal drilling was issued 

in 1891 to Robert E. Lee, for drilling a horizontal drainhole for a 

vertical well. 

7. Sand control / Gas injection is a technique which is used during 

extraction of petroleum deposits to prevent sand from interfering with 

the extraction. It prevents the migration of reservoir sand and fines into a wellbore, 

stabilizes the reservoir, and enhances productivity. 

8. Well logging / Waterflooding usually involves the injection of water through wells 

specially set up for water injection and the removal of water and oil from production wells 

drilled adjacent to the injection wells. 

9. Downhole flow control / Gas injection is a reservoir maintenance or secondary recovery 

method that uses injected gas to supplement the pressure in an oil field. 

10. Well engineering / Production engineering involves designing, building, and 

maintaining different types of wells. 

 

VIII. The noun “facility” has different meanings. For example: 

industrial facility - производственный объект  

gas intake facility - узел приема и замера газа 

general purpose facility - установка общего назначения 

maintenance facility – база/зона технического обслуживания 

oil and gas processing facility - нефтегазоперерабатывающее сооружение 

oil gathering facility - нефтесборный пункт 

production facilities - эксплуатационное оборудование 

testing facilities - испытательная аппаратура 

transportation facilities - транспортные средства 

storage facility - хранилище 

water facilities - системы водоснабжения 

 

 What does “facility” mean in these sentences?  

1. Upstream typically refers to all facilities for production and stabilization of oil and gas.  

2. Many upstream facilities include the gathering system in the processing plant. 

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/ru/%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%8C/%D0%B1%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/budget
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/ru/%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%8C/%D0%B1%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/reduce
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reservoir_engineering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_lift
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Well_logging
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=4703003_2_1&s1=hazardous%20industrial%20facility
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=4859901_1_2&s1=gas%20intake%20facility
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=4859901_2_1&s1=gas%20intake%20facility
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=4686510_1_2&s1=general%20purpose%20facility
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=4686510_2_1&s1=general%20purpose%20facility
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=4743422_1_2&s1=maintenance%20facility
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=4743422_2_1&s1=maintenance%20facility
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=3564780_1_2&s1=oil%20and%20gas%20processing%20facility
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=3564780_2_1&s1=oil%20and%20gas%20processing%20facility
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=3605524_1_2&s1=oil%20gathering%20facility
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=3605524_2_1&s1=oil%20gathering%20facility
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=4706476_1_2&s1=production%20facility
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=4706476_2_1&s1=production%20facility
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=987918_1_2&s1=testing%20facilities
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=987918_2_1&s1=testing%20facilities
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=989840_1_2&s1=transportation%20facilities
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=989840_2_1&s1=transportation%20facilities
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=266648_1_2&s1=water%20facilities
http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=266648_2_1&s1=water%20facilities
http://images.yandex.ru/yandsearch?source=psearch&text=horizontal drilling&fp=0&img_url=http://i.stack.imgur.com/Qneo3.jpg&pos=3&uinfo=ww-1349-wh-641-fw-0-fh-448-pd-1&rpt=simage&lr=213
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3. Different methods are currently in use for reducing hydrate problems in hydrocarbon 

transfer lines and process facilities. 

4. In offshore production, oil and gas are extracted from the wells and brought to the surface 

to a host facility above the ocean surface. 

5. This guide describes design and operation practices that support safe working conditions 

at small, portable oil and gas production facilities. 

6. In tight oil plays such as the Niobrara, Bakken and Eagle Ford, multiwell pads with four 

or more high-volume horizontal wells – often producing multiphase liquid and gas 

streams – require production facilities that approach the cost and engineering 

sophistication of full-scale natural gas processing plants. 

7. Every offshore installation and oil-handling facility must have an approved oil pollution 

emergency plan (OPEP). 

8. Major hazard facilities (MHFs) are locations such as oil refineries, chemical plants and 

large fuel and chemical storage sites where large quantities of hazardous materials are 

stored, handled or processed. 

9. The company is engaged in all aspects of upstream, midstream and downstream 

operations, including onshore and offshore processing, LNG plants, oil refineries, gas 

facilities and petrochemical plants. 

10. Facilities engineers are involved in the design and construction of various production and 

utility systems in a given facility, ranging from offshore platforms to onshore plants. They 

assist with designing the layout and systems including everything from power sources, 

climate control, water and lighting to more specialized systems such as those processing 

chemicals or environmental controls. Many facilities engineers are also engaged in the 

ongoing operations of this equipment, suggesting maintenance schedules and consulting 

on future renovations and construction.  

 

ADDITONAL EXERCISES 

 

I. Read the text and answer the question below it. 

 

FOUR REASONS YOU SHOULD WORK IN THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY 

 

The oil and gas sector offers a wide variety of career opportunities, whether you have just left 

school or university, are thinking about a career change or are looking to change roles within the 

industry. 

And demand for skilled people to join the industry is growing, as the sector works to meet the 

energy demands of a rising global population and the increased challenges in finding and 

extracting oil and gas. 

While working on an oil rig may be the first oil and gas job many would think of, this is actually 

just a small part of what the sector offers. In fact, more than 90% of the jobs are onshore. And as 

well as specialist roles, such as for engineers, scientists, divers and helicopter (вертолет) pilots, 

there are many roles in the wider supply chain and support jobs, including human resources, 

accounting, design and marketing – and worldwide opportunities. 

You’ll be well paid 

First thing’s first: if you want to earn more than the average (средний) salary for your role, this is 

the right industry for you. Not only are these professions among the highest starting salaries of any 

sector, they also continue to stay lucrative (доходный; выгодный) as your career progresses. The 

average salary for an oil and gas role is over £50,000, and with the right experience, that can move 

well into six figures.  

You’ll be able to work anywhere 

Well not exactly anywhere. But with more than half a million people currently employed in the 

industry worldwide, the number of locations you could find yourself in is unlike almost any other 
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industry. This global demand is also rapidly increasing, often reflecting the latest technological 

trends.  With an estimated 1 million people needed to specialise in oil sands alone by the year 

2035, not to mention those needed in every other area of the industry, it definitely shows no sign 

of slowing down.   

You’ll have flexible working arrangements 

Many employers in the industry are open to flexible hours. Onshore employees often work a 

standard Monday to Friday, with weekends off. If you’re working offshore, however, you’ll often 

be working 12 hour days. You’ll usually only be working for a period of around six weeks though, 

after which time you’ll get the same six weeks off. So, in fact, you’ll only be working half of the 

year. What’s not to like? 

You’ll have longevity (долголетие) 

Supplies of oil and gas are not yet running out, meaning people will be needed to work in the sector 

for many years to come. While you never know what the next digital (цифровой) trend will be, or 

whether a brand stays in fashion, people will always be needed to work at getting the most out of 

resources. In fact, technological advances in the industry not only mean that resources are used up 

more slowly and more efficiently, they also often need specially trained staff to operate, providing 

those in the know with more skills and more employment opportunities. 

 

 What other reasons for working in the oil and gas industry can you think of? 
 

II. Translate into Russian. 

1. Well drilling is the process of drilling a hole in the ground for the extraction of a natural 

resource such as ground water, brine, natural gas, or petroleum, for the injection of a fluid 

from surface to a subsurface reservoir or for subsurface formations evaluation or 

monitoring.  

2. At present, there is no technology, which allows gas extracting from hydrate deposits in a 

reliable, cost-effective manner.  

3. There are many problems in oil industry associated with estimation of potential and 

optimization of productivity of oil and gas wells. 

4. To drill boreholes into the Earth people use drilling fluid, or drilling mud. One of its 

functions is to lift rock cuttings out of the wellbore and to the surface. 

5. According to National Iran Oil Company, Iran’s recoverable liquid hydrocarbon reserves   

at the end of 2006 were 138,4 billion barrels.  

6. Estimates of total oil reserves in Cuba are varied, and depend mainly on estimations of 

undiscovered offshore deposits in the North Cuba Basin. Proved crude oil reserves were 

124 million barrels as of 2013. 

7. Geological effects can have an impact on the design and successful completion of oil, gas, 

and  geothermal wells. 

8. Output from mature (зрелые) oil and gas fields continues to decrease, while production 

growth is increasingly concentrated in a few countries, often distant from consuming 

regions. 

9. Although there are dozens of elements and hundreds of minerals available in the Earth’s 

crust, the actual number that we must concern ourselves with for reservoir engineering 

purposes is remarkably small. For most of purposes, reservoir engineers can restrict their 

attention to a working knowledge of quartz, feldspars, clays, calcite, dolomite and 

anhydrite. 

10. Well engineering jobs require a high degree of technical competence, passion, innovative 

thinking, and the ability to work in collaboration with colleagues in other fields such as 

exploration and production. 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ground_water
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_gas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petroleum
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III. Translate into English. 

1. Инженеры-нефтяники занимаются поиском месторождений нефти и газа, их 

разработкой и эксплуатацией, на них также возложена обязанность по 

восстановлению территории после завершения буровых работ.  

2. Инженеры-нефтяники используют сложные технологии для разработки новых 

методов обнаружения нефти и бурения скважин.  

3. Профессия инженера-нефтяника предполагает множество различных 

специализаций, однако все они служат одной цели – обеспечить мир энергией и 

сохранить окружающую среду для следующих поколений. 

4. Некоторые области специализации инженеров-нефтяников: инженер-буровик; 

инженер-технолог; инженер-разработчик нефтяных и газовых месторождений; 

инженер-эколог; преподаватель / профессор; консультант; представитель по работе 

с органами власти; предприниматель; руководитель. 

5. Работа инженеров-нефтяников осуществляется как из офиса, при помощи 

специальных компьютерных программ, так и на месторождениях. Кроме того, они 

часто путешествуют в различные точки своей страны и мира, где реализуют самые 

разнообразные проекты, так или иначе связанные с их специализацией. 

6. Спрос на новые методы, технологии и источники получения энергии постоянно 

растет, а с ним повышается и спрос на инженеров-нефтяников.  

7. В нефтяной отрасли выпускнику высшего учебного заведения предлагается один из 

самых высоких начальных окладов. Даже начинающие инженеры-нефтяники часто 

получают выгодные должности и значительные премии. 

8. Задача инженеров-нефтяников – удовлетворение растущего спроса на энергию. 

Именно представители этой профессии определяют будущее человечества и на 

самом деле изменяют мир.  

 

SPEAKING 
 

I. Why are petroleum engineers well paid? 

Discuss in pairs and compare your opinions with the rest of the group.  

II. Compare the jobs mentioned in Text I. Which is more appealing to you, which is the most 

demanding, which requires greater skills and experience? Discuss in pairs. 

III. Which of the following is the most/the least important for you when you are looking for a job? 

Explain your answers.    

 getting a holiday pay 

 getting a sick pay 

 being well paid 

 doing something really interesting 

 being useful for the society 

 having a company car 

 going on business trips 

 working shifts 

 having a full/part time job 

 not having to work overtime 

 Compare your answers with a partner. What else would you add to this list? 

IV. Speak on the following topic: 

What kind of work you see yourself doing in the future, where you see your career going in 

the short term, what long-term career plans you have. 

V. Imagine you are a production, reservoir, or drilling engineer. Say why you chose this 

profession; what training, skills and experience it requires. Use the following linking 

words/phrases: 
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PERSONAL OPINION in my opinion/view, as for me, as far as I am 

concerned, I think that, it seems to me that 

LIMITED KNOWLEDGE as far as I know, to the best of my knowledge 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES one advantage of, another advantage of, a 

further advantage of, the main advantage of 

one disadvantage of, another disadvantage of, 

a further disadvantage of, the main 

disadvantage of 

POINTS firstly, first of all, in the first place, secondly, 

thirdly, then, next, finally 

MORE POINTS TO THE SAME TOPIC what is more, furthermore, in addition (to this), 

moreover 

CAUSE AND EFFECT because, due to the fact that, since, as 

so, consequently, as a result, as a consequence 

PURPOSE so that, in order to 

EMPHASIS obviously, clearly, needless to say 

CONTRAST yet, however, nevertheless, but, still, while, 

despite the fact that 

EXCEPTION apart from, but, except (for) 

EXAMPLES for instance, for example 

CLARIFICATION In other words, that is to say, to put it another 

way 

ALTERNATIVE on the other hand, alternatively 

CONDITION on condition that, provided/providing (that), as 

long as, in case  

SIMILARITY similarly, likewise, in the same way 

CONCLUSION finally, lastly, taking everything into account, 

on the whole, all things considered, in 

conclusion, to sum up 

 

 


